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DIRECT LENDING BANKING AND PROJECT FINANCE

A t the end of 2005, European-
focused direct lending was nearly
non-existent, firms having raised

no specifically allocated funds that year.
Just ten years later, European-focused
direct lenders raised a record $18.8 billion,
after raising a record $12.7 billion in 2014,
and held more than $42 billion of unspent
capital – more than half the size of the
overall EU leveraged loan market that year.
In the first quarter of 2016, the trend
seemed to have continued as a single fund
completed a record €2.5 billion ($3.68
billion) fundraising.

Much of the growth in direct lending
can be attributed to the market conditions
following the global financial crisis of
2008. As investors hunted for yield and
borrowers with less-than-prime credit
profiles sought capital, banks constrained

by new and restrictive capital requirements
were generally unable or unwilling to fill
the market demand. As alternative
providers of capital for borrowers, and a
prime source of reasonable yield for
investors, direct lenders filled this void,
growing exponentially in the years that
followed. But as the markets continue to
recover and banks returned with bolstered
balance sheets for leveraged lending, what
has emerged is a market where borrowers
with prime and non-prime credit seeking
capital may no longer view direct lenders
as alternative providers of capital, as they
historically have been known, but instead
view them as one of several primary
sources of capital to consider. Going
forward, when competing for deals, it will
be important for banks and direct lenders
to understand each other’s strengths and

weaknesses to remain nimble and relevant
in an increasingly competitive market.

Flexibility is key
For direct lenders, primary among their
strengths is holding committed capital. In
a weak or weakening market, direct lenders
do not have the same need to pull back and
restrict their lending as their bank
counterparts do. Indeed, driven by fee
structuring where, unlike traditional
private equity funds which collect fees
based on how much money has been
committed to them, direct lenders may
often only collect fees on the capital
further invested in the market. In a down
market, direct lenders must focus on
fundamental credit analysis, with less
deference to market sentiment. This
dynamic underpins the growth in direct

lending following the financial crisis and
illuminates why they remain well
positioned during market contractions and
in the immediate wake of economic
disruptions like Brexit. By holding
committed capital, direct lenders have
structural remoteness from market
sentiment which banks with more fluid
leveraged lending balance sheets and a
need to mark-to-market lack. 

In more open markets, direct lenders
remain well positioned by another of their
strengths: deal certainty. For a traditional
bank financing, banks may need to place
specific conditions, cooperation
requirements and flex rights on credit
sufficient to allow for syndication. Any
risks related to this syndication process
lead to varied degrees of deal uncertainty.
Instead, by relying on buy-and-hold

strategies, direct lenders can sell their debt
on more certain terms, especially when
dealing with complex credit profiles. The
flexibility of buy-and-hold, a strategy
generally disfavoured by banks, also allows
direct lenders to offer a more bespoke
long-term commitment as they have the
flexibility to lend up and down the credit
structure. In a single transaction, a direct
lender can provide debt financing and a
minority equity investment, potentially
providing the same level of capital that
could be extended by a bank, but with
equity investments protecting shareholder
value. They also remain flexible as a going
concern, offering follow-on and
acquisition financing potentially without
the need for consent from a traditional
syndicate of banks. In a strong market,
this certainty may seal the deal for a
borrower looking for more than a one-off
financing. 

Finally, direct lenders have, for now, the
benefit of being free from bank-like
leveraged financing regulations. Since the
global financial crisis, banks have faced
increasingly strict capital requirements.
While some regulations and guidance
target the overall capital and liquidity of a
lender, like the Basel III capital and
liquidity rules which mandate that banks
hold on to a greater proportion of their
assets by, for example, tripling holdings of
tier one capital to at least seven percent of
risk-weighted assets, others target risky
borrowers by restricting lenders from
lending to those below a 6.0 debt:Ebitda
ratio. Still, others recast deal structures for
regulatory scrutiny, limiting Ebitda add
backs, treating baskets as fully drawn and
not measured net of cash. Without a
similar regime targeting direct lenders,
deals above the 6.0 leverage ratio or that
would unduly burden the overall capital
and liquidity of a lender, direct lenders
benefit from a certain area of deal
exclusivity. If regulations continue to
place greater constraints on banks, direct
lenders may see growth in the number of
exclusive deals that are too risky for banks
to consider. This benefit, however, may be
fleeting as the European Central Bank
(ECB) has recognised the role banking
sector regulations play in pushing riskier
lending in the non-regulated, non-bank
sector. While favouring the diversification
of finance sources, ECB vice president
Vitor Constancio has called for
‘preemptive regulations’ of direct lenders
to ensure that the current regulatory
structure does not lead to the build-up of
systemic risk.

Brave new world
Banks have found themselves competing with direct
lenders in the aftermath of the 2008 financial crisis.
But they still have a key role to play in the global
markets 

“Direct lenders have structural remoteness from market sentiment
which banks with more fluid leveraged
lending balance sheets lack
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Explosion of direct lending 
These strengths and features, together with
the market conditions following the global
financial crisis, have driven the exponential
growth of direct lending in Europe. By the
end of 2015, private debt providers in
Europe had about $42 billion of unspent
capital, three European-focused direct
lending funds exceeded €2 billion, and
funds completed deals of record size.
Examples include Fintrax, funded with a
€300 million debt package, Universal
Utilities with a £150 million refinancing
provided by Vitruvian and a £155 million
unitranche package for Caledonia’s stake
in Gala Bingo. However, JPMorgan’s
annual report covering the same year notes
that ‘included in other unfunded
commitments to extend credit are
commitments to non-investment-grade
counterparties in connection with
leveraged finance activities, which were
$32.1 billion and $23.4 billion at
December 31 2015 and 2014,
respectively’. Exponential as the growth in
direct lending may be, not only has
JPMorgan increased its balance sheet for
leveraged lending by $10 billion, year-
over-year, it also has nearly as much capital
on this sheet as all the European private
debt provides combined. The recent track
record for direct lenders is impressive but
banks remain well positioned and are still
likely to remain the capital allocators of
choice for large corporates and sponsors.

Banks fight back
One of the principal advantages held by
banks is in pricing. With internal rate of
return requirements, direct lenders have
often had to price their debt higher than
their bank counterparts. Even as
competition among direct lenders pushes
the price of their debt down, even only
marginally higher pricing may be too
much when deals reach the €500 million
threshold. Borrowers may be able to justify
the higher costs for better terms - however,
when pursuing larger deals they may be

unwilling to pay the small margin that
compounds into a substantially higher
cost. Unless driven by deal irregularity,
market volatility, or staying-private
concerns, the leveraged loan and high-
yield markets not only offer cheaper debt
but also a diversified lender base able to
fund billion dollar deals. 

The capacity to fund deals upwards of a
billion dollars is another principal
advantage held by banks. Without relying
on syndication, banks generally have the
capacity to fund deals beyond well above
even the largest of direct lending funds.
When factoring in concentration risk
limits of direct lenders, the spread becomes
even greater. When banks do syndicate,
they can participate in single deals that are
larger than the entire European direct
lending market, the $67 billion Dell-EMC
merger being an outsize example. Direct
lenders may be chipping away at this
advantage as they begin to club up in ways
similar to bank syndicate group; however,
the loss of certainty required to
accommodate syndication may chip away
one of the more significant benefits of
their higher priced debt. 

Finally, in addition to pricing and
capacity, banks may benefit from their
historic role in leveraged lending and capital
allocation. Banks have longstanding and
deeply formed relationships with sponsors
and corporates. They have also survived
market cycles and have processed sizeable
and widespread defaults. Although direct
lenders are developing increasingly deep
relationships with sponsors, they are yet to
face the prospects of a market contraction
and widespread defaults amongst their

borrowers. Direct lenders’ reliance on buy-
and-hold will be of particular importance if
the market turns, as ownership of failed
credit enterprises may prove more costly
than anticipated. 

Deal certainty, document and market
flexibility, plus increased price
competition, are thrusting banks and
direct lenders more frequently in to direct
competition. Brexit and the accompanying
uncertainty and potential for economic
disruption may magnify this trend and
favour direct lenders’ relative advantages.
In stable markets, when contrasting the
strengths and weaknesses of direct lenders
vis-à-vis their bank counterparts, neither
emerges as the clear preferable lender.
While much of the growth in direct
lending can be attributed to the vacuum
left by banks pulling back and limiting
their risk exposure following the financial
crisis, the remainder of the growth, and
what makes direct lenders appealing as a
going concern, can be attributed to direct
lenders’ strong offerings. For banks, as
competitive as direct lenders have become,
they continue to have a greater lending
capacity and often better pricing. As such,
the better choice will often vary from deal
to deal, and for banks and direct lenders,
this will mean competing head to head for
deals for the first time. To remain nimble
and relevant in this increasingly
competitive market, banks and direct
lenders will need to remain aware of each
other’s strengths and weaknesses.

By Ronan Wicks, partner and head of the
European finance practice and Addison
Pierce, associate at Shearman & Sterling in
London

“In addition to pricing and capacity,banks may benefit from their historic
role in leveraged lending and capital
allocation
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“

IFLR provides an opportunity to describe for 
lawyers and others throughout the world matters 
of domestic or multinational law that affect 
lawyers in various parts of the world.
David Bernstein, corporate partner, K&L Gates

        
        

      
     

          
         

   
     


